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Tourism Management through the Big Data
Paradigm
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Abstract This paper highlights the two-ways relationship between data and
entities producing or generating these data in the context of tourism manage-
ment. Indeed, tourists leave various traces of their planning and trip on social
media and networks. Moreover, studying those data to feed tourism market-
ing also affects the future data left by tourists. Understanding the intrinsic
and extrinsic relationship between entities should significantly improve the
knowledge in this research field.
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1 Introduction

In today’s world, tourism is one of the most prominent areas for the economy.
It is considered one of the widest and fastest growing industries [5].

Tourism is a displacement phenomenon that fully participates in the global
traffic of peoples, concepts, objects, imaginaries, experiences, norms and in-
deed, tourism represents a major vector of globalization, mobility and traf-
fic [3]. Thanks to the increasing number of digital tools such as search en-
gines, social media, the Internet of Things and mobile technologies, users tend
to share their opinions about the activities, sites they have visited, and their
travel storytelling, which has the effect that the tourism experience is no longer
personal but collective.

The tourism industry faces big data challenges, i.e. enormous volume and
heterogeneous data. There has not existed a uniform definition of big data. A
famous definition is the 3V , which characterizes big data as Volume, Variety
and Velocity [8]. This definition is extended to 11V [11].
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In this paper, we will focus on three V, Value, Variability, Veracity which
allude to complex system characteristics as Emergence, Evolution and Envi-
ronment. The Value is concerned mainly with extracting value and knowledge
from data; the Variability is the nature of changing, shifting, mutation, and
modification abruptly or with time and the Veracity is accuracy, truthfulness
and meaningfulness of data.

Big data allowed a more accurate understanding of tourism demand, tourist
behavior, tourist satisfaction and other tourism issues. Therefore, the complex-
ity of interactions between digital tools and tourism management is mostly
studied in one way without including the notion of feedbacks between those
two systems.

2 Big Data and Tourism Research

In the literature, many research fields in tourism management exist as tourism
recommendation, tourism marketing, tourism profiling, etc [9]. With the sup-
port of big data, the way to understand and analyze tourism management
has evolved due to new sources of data. Those sources are grouped into three
categories: users activities on social media and social networks, their devices,
and operations or the digital traces left on the web. The following list refers
to the sources and the linked research fields:

1. Users: they are people who use social media and social networks as Insta-
gram, Flickr, TripAdvisor and left online textual or photo data [14]. Those
data contain many metadata in the photo like GPS position, hashtag, tem-
poral data. The drawback of those data is the reliability like fake reviews
[12] or temporal gap between the visits and the reviews.
– Online textual data: from textual data, scientists extract tourist senti-

ments and tourism recommendation.
– Online photo data: those data are used to analyze tourist behaviors,

tourism marketing and tourism recommendation.
2. Devices: they include smart phones and sensors. Smart phones provide

information about the GPS localization, RFID transactions; sensors give
details about meteorological data [13].
– Mobile GPS and RFID data: those data are useful for tourists spatial-

temporal behavior analysis, pattern extraction, tourism recommenda-
tion [2], tourism flow forecast [15]. However, the privacy concerns and
the data processing may create a data graveyard due to incompatibility
or unexploitable database.

– Meteorological data: the weather factors have an impact on tourism
destinations or attractions. The behavior analysis, tourism recommen-
dation and tourism flow differ depending of the meteorological data
[7].

3. Operations: they refer to data left by users when searching on the web,
Web page, online booking, etc. [10]. They are analyzed for tourism demand
prediction, tourist behavior analysis and tourism marketing. As devices
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data, the question of privacy and estimation biases may produce a data
graveyard.

All studies presented above are frequently conducted in one perspective,
how to influence the tourism industry from the knowledge extracted from the
big data. However, tourists are at the origin of data. They also affect the
information retrieved. In this manner, there exists a two-ways interaction (or
bidirectional interaction) between tourists and digital tools which have to be
studied.

3 Tourism as a Complex System

New issues are emerging because the way of enjoying tourism has changed with
the rise of social media and networks. Many hypotheses and problems born
when the data are questioning about the social intrinsic impact i.e. interaction
between entities. They can be characterized through a complex system model
criterion as follows:

1. Feedbacks loop and environment: social media and networks influ-
ence the behaviors of tourists. But how tourists’ behaviors impact the
latter? How does it affect the flow of tourists, tourist spending, etc.? How
to define and understand the impact of positive and negative feedback?

2. Emergence: social media Influencers or tourist operators are changing
the demand [4]. How to define the targeted tourists, how the economy
and tourist behaviors are impacted? Are there trends, seasonality, punc-
tual events? Can we define in time and space the tourist impact of the
emergence of new behaviors? How can we define the effects of crowds? Is it
relevant and suitable to determine profiles of tourists in terms of destina-
tions, attractions, spending, etc.? with what degree of data entanglement?

3. Rule system: tourists receive information from various media. Their de-
cisions about where to go and what to visit depends internally on their
personality, and externally on the influence of the media and their social
network relationships. How to model these complex interactions between
heterogeneous elements? How to extract from a model the relevant infor-
mation about the studied interaction (e.g. define an indicator of tourist
mobility in a region using TripAdvisor [6])?

4. Chaos and Evolution: is tourism stable in terms of destination and
places to visit? Are there points of convergence like overtourism [1]? How
does tourism evolve over time and space in a socio-economic context?

4 Conclusion

Through current tourism management studies, the information extracted from
Big Data is done in a one-way, omitting the two-way impact between tourists
and data. Investigating this impact through the prism of a complex system
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model should considerably improve the understanding of this research field as
suggested in this paper.
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